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Chapter 1

Fluff

1.1 Overview

Alshard takes place on Midgard, which is a generally European-inspired conti-
nent with heavy Nordic undertones. Despite the general Nordic feel, Midgard
is pretty varied in its cultures; as well as fantasy Europe, Midgard contains
feudal Japan and cyberpunk Nazi Germany as well as ruins left behind by a
long-slumbering race of advanced technologically gifted giants.

Currently, Midgard is threatened with destruction at the hands of the Abyss
- a sort of dimension which feeds on wasted mana. Think of it like the Warp
from a certain other RPG.

Originally, humans were created by a race of giants called the Alf; humans
were to be a subordinate race to the Gods. However, Deus Ex Machina appeared
to a king of a northern country offering protection and freedom from the other
Gods so long as they worshipped him. When Ragnarok broke out, many Gods
perished (though not all - Amaterasu is a notable survivor) and shattered into
jewels upon death. These jewels are called “shards”, and they convey power
onto their owners. In the aftermath, Deus Ex Machina went into hiding and the
country that worshipped him became what is now known as Wahres Reich.

1.2 Westri

1.3 Wahres Reich

The Reich is the main antagonist of the setting. The Reich exploits a technology
called “Kaballah” to power machinery with magic. They have 10 cities around
the continent, the capital city being Gladsheim. Each city is constructed as
an arcology, with a magical generator installed at the base. This generator
powers the Kaballah technology for the entire city. Outside of the arcologies,
Kaballah technology requires a portable generator (pretty much only granted
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to the military). Some think that the generators are causing the Abyss to grow
larger due to their high consumption of mana.

The current Kaiser is Gustav Joseph II, a stoic cybernetically enhanced
human. He has been ruling for 412 years. He normally says very little, with any
kind of spoken communication from him being front page news.

The Reich’s main relgious body is the Imperial Church. According to the
Imperial Church, Deus Ex Machina was the overall winner of Ragnarok and the
shards of the dead gods are rightful Reich property (meaning they don’t take
kindly to the PCs having shards). When the teachings of Deus Ex Machina are
known all over Midgard, he will supposedly return and lead a 1,000 year reign.
Just about every bureaucrat in the Reich has priest status.

The Reich also has its own government-sponsered corporations. These are:
General = Material, Jormungand, and Vanaheim. These corporations hold mo-
nopolies on transportation (land, sea, and air), military technology, and trade
respectively. Vanaheim is entirely staffed (and founded by) Merrow, who work
for the Reich to prevent an invasion of their land. It’s rumoured that the G=M
Company routinely sabotage Jormungand’s projects due to their rivalry.

Their forces include techwizards, cyborg soldiers, zeppelins, and motorcycle
paladins. Aside from the main army, the Reich also has the Silber Kreuz,
Schwarz Kreuz, and Virtues. These are the imperial guard, the inquisition, and
church militia respectively. The Silber Kreuz are capable of judging people on
the spot (and then acting as jury and executioner if needed). They’re feared
throughout the Reich, and even keep tabs on the Reich military’s loyalty.

1.4 The Abyss

The Abyss is our stand in for hell. Currently, 1/5th of Midgard is corrupted
by it. It may appear as a black crack penetrating the earth and the sky, or it
may appear as a dark sky to hide the sun. Sometimes it appears as a natural
disaster. The Abyssal cracks are continuing to spread, and life within these areas
is corrupted into Dark Ones. It’s said that some humans choose to worship the
Abyss.
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Chapter 2

Game concepts & character
creation

2.1 Dice

Alshard uses 2d6 + modifier for checks. The modifier used is based on the
context of your actions; where a test of skill is needed an appropriate attribute
modifier is applied, while combat has its own set of modifiers to use. Tasks
succeed automatically if the unmodified roll is 12, but if the unmodified roll is
2 then the task automatically fails.

Table 2.1: Difficulty brackets

Target number Difficulty of action

6-8 Easy
9-11 Average
12-15 Difficult

16 Impossible

2.2 Attributes

Each character has a set of characteristics which define what they’re able to
do within the game world. Characteristics are split into two groups: attributes
and combat values. Find attributes and combat values by totalling the listed
attributes of the player’s selected classes and then looking on each class’ tables
to find the combat values appropriate to the class’ level. The player may then
add one point to any attribute of his choosing.

Each attribute has a modifier associated with it. To find this modifier, divide
the attribute by 3 (rounding down). Some combat values derive their base scores
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from these modifiers, others not.

Table 2.2: Attributes

Strength
Reflexes

Perception
Intelligence

Will
Luck

Table 2.3: Combat values

Name Value

Hit (Reflex modifier + Perception modifier)/2
Dodge (Reflex modifier + Luck modifier)/2
Magic (Intelligence modifier)/2

Anti-magic (Intelligence modifier + Luck modifier)/2
Action (Reflex modifier + Intelligence modifier)/2

Endurance Strength
Spirit Will

Attack power 0
HP Endurance

Break Strength
MP Spirit

Short movement Reflex modifier
Skirmish movement Action + 5

Full movement Skirmish movement * 2

2.3 Classes

Each character is made up of a combination of three classes (one of which
is strongly recommended to be a core class). Races other than human have
their own dedicated classes. Selecting a class more than once levels it up (e.g.
selecting Fighter twice and White Mage once gives you Fighter 2/White Mage
1). Classes grant special techniques, blessings, starting characteristics, and
starting equipment. Each player no matter their classes starts with 3d6*10
galt.
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2.4 Techniques and blessings

Every character will end up with a number of techniques as well as three bless-
ings. Techniques are based on class choice and include spells for magic users
and martial stances for warriors. Blessings are a special kind of technique which
can only be used once per session. Note that it is possible to use a particular
blessing more than once if you have put multiple starting levels into one class
(e.g. taking Black Mage three times gives three uses of “Odin”).

For each class taken at level 1 choose two techniques from the class’ list
(three techniques for secondary/racial classes). Classes taken at level 2 or 3
choose one level appropriate technique from the class. Spells count as half of a
technique.
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Chapter 3

Core class list

3.1 Fighter (Thor)

Strength 6 Reflexes 5 Perception 4 Intelligence 2 Will 3 Luck 4

Fighters are a well balanced combat class. Their techniques give them a
strong offence, while their higher Endurance keeps them going to the end.

Level Hit Dodge Magic Anti-magic Action Endurance Spirit Attack power

I 2 1 0 0 1 3 1 1
II 2 2 1 1 1 6 2 2
III 3 2 1 2 2 9 4 3

Table 3.1: Fighter techniques

Technique Level Timing Target Cost Description

Warrior’s skill I Always Self — -1 to equipped weapon’s critical
threshold, to a maximum of 9.

Onslaught I Damage Self 2MP Add 1d6 to the damage roll.
Heavy weapon I Always Self — You can add your Fighter level to

your Strength when determining
which weapons you can use.

Heavy armour I Always Self — Initiative penalties from heavy
armour are halfed.

Power attack II Major 1/wep 2MP Add your Strength + 3 to your
damage roll, but take -2 to all
Dodge rolls until your next turn.

Eye of the Warrior III Always Self — An additional -1 to your
equipped weapon’s critical
threshold, to a maximum of 8.
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3.2 Scout (Heimdall)

Strength 3 Reflexes 5 Perception 5 Intelligence 3 Will 3 Luck 5

Scouts offer high Reflexes and Perception, making them ideal at finding traps
(and then avoiding the ones they miss). Scouts also offer a good damage output
via techniques like “Dual wield”.

Level Hit Dodge Magic Anti-magic Action Endurance Spirit Attack power

I 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 1
II 1 2 1 1 3 5 3 2
III 2 3 1 2 5 7 5 2

Table 3.2: Scout techniques

Technique Level Timing Target Cost Description

Sneak attack I Major 1/wep 6MP Roll a physical attack with a +1
to hit; if it hits, add 2d6 to your
damage roll. Usable once per
combat.

Dual wield I Always Self — When using two weapons, add
the attack power of the offhand
weapon to your main weapon’s
power.

Trained senses I Always Self — Add +2 to your Perception at-
tribute.

Evasion I Damage Self — Reduce incoming damage by 1d6
and gain the “emptiness” status
effect until the end of the round.

Sieze the moment II Damage 1/wep 2MP Add +4 to the damage roll when
making a physical attack.

Shot Dead Centre III Always Self — When making a physical at-
tack and an automatic success is
rolled to hit, the opponent’s ar-
mour is ignored.
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3.3 Black Mage (Odin)

Strength 3 Reflexes 2 Perception 4 Intelligence 5 Will 6 Luck 4

Black Mages bring offensive magic to the table.

Level Hit Dodge Magic Anti-magic Action Endurance Spirit Attack power

I 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 0
II 1 1 2 2 2 4 6 0
III 1 1 3 2 2 6 9 0

Table 3.3: Black Mage techniques

Technique Level Timing Target Cost Description

Fine art II Always Self — -1 to critical threshold of magical
attacks, to minimum of 9

Magical force II Always Self — All magical attacks gain a +3
damage bonus.

Force up! III Major Self 6MP All magical attacks made next
round gain an additional +4
damage bonus.

Table 3.4: Black Mage spells

Spell Level Timing Test Target Cost Description

Thunder fist I Major Magic + 2 1/touch 5MP Deal 3d6 Lightning damage to
the target.

Fire arrow I Major Magic + 1 1/15m 3MP Deal 2d6 Fire damage to the tar-
get.

Ice bullet I Major Magic 1/20m 3MP Deal 2d6 Ice damage to the tar-
get.

Quick I Free — 1/15m 4MP The target gains a +2 bonus to
their next Hit roll. This spell can
only be used once per round.

Knock I Major — 1/10m 2MP Open a locked door or other seal.
Magic candle I Minor — 1/sight 1MP Create a light that lasts for three

times your Black Mage level in
minutes.

Haste III Major — Self 5MP Gain +10 to Action until the end
of the next round.
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3.4 White Mage (Idunn)

Strength 3 Reflexes 4 Perception 3 Intelligence 5 Will 5 Luck 4

White mages are the healers, although that’s not to say that they aren’t
good in combat.

Level Hit Dodge Magic Anti-magic Action Endurance Spirit Attack power

I 1 1 1 1 0 3 3 0
II 2 1 2 2 1 4 6 1
III 3 2 2 3 2 6 9 1

Table 3.5: White Mage spells

Spell Level Timing Test Target Cost Description

Enchanted blade I I Major — 1/15m 4MP The target’s weapon now deals
either Fire, Lightning, or Ice
damage (caster’s choice).

Heal I Major — 1/15m 2MP The target regains HP equal to
3 times your White Mage level
times 3, added to 2d6.

Magic armour I Major — 1/15m 3MP The target gains +4 defence
against slashing, bashing, and
piercing damage.

Magic shield I Damage — 1/15m 3MP The damage received by the tar-
get is reduced by your White
Mage level + 1d6.

Moonlight I Minor I Self 1MP Illuminate the current area.
Light needle I Major Magic + 2 1/15m 2MP Deal 2d6 Light damage to the

target.
Sympathy II Major — 1/10m 1MP You know the target’s current

feelings.
Slow II Major Magic + 2 1/15m 2MP The target takes a 1d6 penalty

to their Action for a number
of rounds equal to your White
Mage level.

Enchanted blade II III Major — 1/15m 5MP As the previous level of the spell,
except that the target’s weapon
also deals an additional 1d6 dam-
age. Requires the previous level
of the spell.

Heal area III Major — special 3MP As “Heal”, except that it affects
all friendly targets within a num-
ber of metres equal to double
your White Mage level.
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Chapter 4

Combat

4.1 The combat round

At the beginning of a round, each combatant rolls 2d6 + Action. Each com-
batant then acts from highest roll to lowest roll, with a complete pass equalling
one round (roughly 10 seconds of game time). After all actions have been taken
comes cleanup, which covers things like status effects.

4.2 Making a turn

Each player’s turn is made up of actions; which actions are available depend on
their class and how far they have moved. There are three kinds of action: major,
minor, and free. Major actions are usually attacks or techniques. Minor actions
are things like item usage or some techniques. Free actions can be performed
always and are things like making a hand gesture or speaking a few words.

Name Type Description

Change equipment Minor Change your equipped weapons or items.
Skirmish move Minor When not in combat, move according to your skirmish move value.

Use item Minor Apply the effects of a chosen item.
Finishing blow Major Kill a character with the “battle impossible” status effect.

Full move Major When not in combat, move according to your full move value.
Withdraw Major Make a skirmish move to get out of combat.

4.3 Combat resolution

For non-magical attacks: the attacker rolls a hit check, followed by a dodge
check from the defender. If the dodge check result is higher than the hit check
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Move Actions

No move Major and minor action
Short move Major or minor action

Skirmish move Major action
Full move Free action only

or the hit check fails, the attack misses. If the attack hits roll 1d6 + total attack
power and subtract the opponent’s armour, dealing the difference in damage.

For magical attacks: the attacker rolls a magic check, followed by an anti-
magic check from the defender. If the anti-magic check result is higher than
the magic check or the magic check fails, the spell doesn’t activate. If the
spell succeeds then subtract the spell’s MP cost from your remaining MP and
enact its effects. If an attack spell deals elemental damage, the defender needs
defence against it or the attack will ignore armour. Some people and creatures
have negative defence against certain elements, giving a damage bonus to spells
with those elements.

If the defender’s HP reaches 0 then they gain the “battle impossible” status
effect. Other attacks can cause status effects as well, and are listed in the table
below.

Table 4.1: Status effects

Name Cure Effect

Pressure Minor action You cannot use any techniques except those with a
timing of “always”

Dismay Minor action You may not make any kind of movement, and also
take a penalty of -10 to action checks.

Poisoned Item or technique Take 1d6 damage during cleanup.
Captured Minor and Major action You may not attack.
Paralysis Item or technique You may not make any kind of movement, and also

take a -5 penalty to action checks.
Emptiness Cleanup Take a -5 penalty to all actions.

Stall Minor action You may not move.
Battle impossible Item or technique You cannot move or make actions.

4.3.1 Break

Normally, if a character’s HP reaches 0 they gain the “battle impossible” condi-
tion. As an alternative, they can choose to enter break and keep fighting. When
break is entered, the player gains HP equal to their break value and techniques
have no MP cost. However, if a character’s HP reaches 0 again they are dead.
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